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The entrepreneurs

Are they 

born or are 

they made?

ENTREPRENEURS



Why do I want to be an 

entrepreneur?

necessity

chance

conviction

other reasons



Because I want to be my own boss

Because I am sick of my current job

Because I have an idea and maybe it will work

Because I want to be rich

Because I want to help people

OTHER REASONS



Different starting situations to 

approach the entrepreneurship

From a civil servant position

A total parachute vs less credibility and less freedom of action

From an academic unstable position

A partial parachute vs greater credibility and total freedom of 

action

From a private company position

No parachute vs enormous credibility and total freedom of 

action

From an unemployment situation

No parachute vs medium credibility and total freedom of action



ONE IDEA

PERSONS

CAPITAL



 OWN IDEAS OR FROM OTHERS

 A SINGLE PARTNER OR VARIOUS

 OWN CAPITAL AND/OR FROM OTHERS

 IN THE ACADEMIC OR EXTERNAL 

ENVIRONMENT



 SERVICE COMPANY

(advice, training, R&D, analysis, etc.)

Lower risk!!

 COMPANY OF PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT

• Own

• In representation

Higher risk !!



Ogni principi 

sono difficili

“INVESPRESARIO”
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“RESEARCH-PRENEURSHIP”



THIS IS NOT a 

RESEARCHER 

WORKING FOR A 

COMPANY

IT IS ABOUT A 

RESEARCHER WHO 

CREATES A COMPANY



You have acquired an enormous amount of 

knowledge (BSc-Master) and you know how 

to acquire additional knowledge (PhD)

They have not taught you 

how to apply your 

knowledge to start 

a business



The development of 

entrepreneurial behaviors is a 

sequential exercise throughout the 

entrepreneurial process that must 

begin by generating motivation

and entrepreneurial intention in 

the person who is going to take the 

action.

How to start to become an 

RESEARCH-PRENEURSHIP?



Emotional elements play an 

important role

Proving that one is capable of 

setting a goal and achieving it is a 

very valuable incentive (marathon)

Factors influencing an 

RESEARCH-PRENEURSHIP



DIFFICULTY FOR 

RESEARCHERS TO FIND 

WORK

COMPENSATIONS FOR 

A LOWER SALARY



Decision making 

Factors in the academic environment

 Security vs uncertainty

 Fight for a civil servant position vs leave the 

academic system

 Increased workload & dispersion

 Economic risk

 Risk of losing prestige in case of failure



 Those who wish to undertake will need to really 

want to undertake, since the university culture 

does not usually encourage entrepreneurship

 Many university students and teachers consider that 

entrepreneurship and working at the university 

are incompatible

 You have to lose your fear 

to failure and change

The academic environment



 INCOMPATIBILITY. Obstacles of the Laws.

 FLEXIBILITY. Difficulties for a partial dedication to 

academia and companies.

 MOBILITY. Difficulties for temporary stays of public 

research staff in companies.

 NARROWNESS. Absence of spaces for the creation of 

companies in public environments.

 INCOMPREHENSION. No acceptance of research-

preneurship as a natural component of Universities.

 EDUCATION. There are not courses about how to create 

entrepreneurships and investors.



How to stimulate  

entrepreneurship in academia

Stimulate and reward entrepreneurial activity in the 

academic environment

Create offices to support entrepreneurship within the 

academic environment

Create spaces for business incubators on university 

campuses

 Introduce entrepreneurship courses in all university 

degrees

Active participation of universities in companies

Fiscal and social benefits to favor business patronage in 

the academic environment

Make teaching, research and entrepreneurship 

compatible in university departments



 INFORMATION. Try to know the sectors of technology

activity

 FOCUS. Be clear in which sector and in which section of

the production process you want to work and prepare

yourself for it.

 LANGUAGES. Master English.

 KNOWLEDGE. Stay informed of technological advances.

 TO PRACTICE. Gain some kind of practical experience.

 MOBILITY. Accept mobility as a way of life.





PUSHING TO START


